PLANET OF DYING DREAMS:  ESCAPE FROM SAN FRANCISCO

Episode One:  A Man Stands Alone

San Francisco, approximately three months after the Battle of Earth

	It was dark, even the light of a full moon couldn't help that much.  Even the focused eyes of Mark Allen couldn't penetrate that deep into the shadows.  But Allen knew the place well; he had called this deserted area home until a year ago.  Pulling the light out of his pocket he studied the worn piece of paper given to him by an old friend.  The ink was starting to smear but the time and address written were still readable.  Quietly, Allen turned off his light and ducked behind a pile of rubble to make sure no one was watching.  After a minute or so he ducked down and ran swiftly across the road and began to walk along the shadows.
	At last he arrived, the former Federation Embassy Complex on Cochrane Street.  It was here that hundreds of diplomats and representatives from all across the United Federation of Planets came to do business directly with one another.  The Embassy Complex also had a large apartment complex that could accommodate a representative and his family comfortably during their time on Earth, however long they needed to stay.  It used to be a glorious place.
	But when the first enemy bombers made their raids over the city the Embassy Complex was targeted and over one hundred government leaders were dead.  The once proud building now looked decrepit.  Deep underneath the facility, the Federation had built emergency bunkers to protect the government officials there against a possible Klingon attack. Those bunkers were Allen's destination, a carefully concealed entrance to the first floor of the complex had been dug out along the eastern side of the building would get him inside, from there he would have to find an old turbo lift and climb down using the maintenance rungs along the side of the shaft.  Then, at the bottom of the chamber, he would find the meeting place for the Free Earth Underground.

	Before he could get down the last few rungs on the ladder, Allen heard the distinct beeping sound of a phaser, a phaser that was being set to an awfully high level.  He jumped the rest of the way down and landed in a crouching stance.  He heard footsteps coming from behind him, silently wondering if he had been followed he glanced over his shoulder only slightly towards the noise.  A voice came from the corner, commanding him.  "Where do you come from?"  Asked the voice.  Allen brushed the dirt off of his jacket and gave the reply,  "Riverside, Iowa", birthplace of the legendary Captain Kirk.  The figure stepped out of the corner and approached Allen.  
	"Welcome friend, I’m Lt. Matthews, you'll head straight down this corridor about 30 meters or so and enter the conference room on your left.  Was there anyone else behind you?"  Allen's voice was raspy from a lack of use as he replied.  "I came alone, there were no Imperials in the area I could see but I can hear their damned craft in the sky."  Matthews' voice grew solemn, "Ever since they built that airbase and garrison over in Oakland you hear those all of the time, last I checked they’ve just stationed a wing of fighters over there."  Allen nodded, thanked the Lieutenant for the information then began his walk down the hall.  
	It was musty, after over 100 years of isolation the chambers were finally being put to good use.  As he entered the room two men in blocked his path worn out Starfleet uniforms carrying phaser rifles.  After a quick scan from their tricorders he was allowed to take a seat.  Allen took a seat in the corner to the left of a makeshift podium.  He hated meetings; the formality was a waste of time.  The lieutenant he had spoken with earlier entered not more than five minutes after him and motioned to the guards that the coast was clear and it was time to begin.  The crowd hushed as a woman who had the rank insignia of a Lt. Commander took the podium and nervously wiped some sweat off her brow.  She looked rather young to have such an advanced position, but if she had been working in San Francisco then it stood to reason she was on the fast track to some desk job far away from the responsibilities of actual command.  Now, Allen thought, she was going to have to fulfill a duty she would never have to perform, leadership.

	"Greetings fellow officers and citizens alike, I know you have all risked much by even considering attending this meeting.  For those of you meeting with us for the first time I am Lt. Commander Karen Quentin.  I would like to start the meeting with a few words of hope.  We are not alone in our fight here on Earth, all across the world there are groups of resistance working hard to restore the democracy that we once knew.  The purpose of tonight’s meeting is to pool what resources we have and develop an overall strategy to combat our oppressors.  I yield the podium to Lieutenant Frederick Matthews, who has been monitoring the news broadcasts as part of our intelligence gathering.  Lieutenant if you would.”  Allen looked forward and noticed Matthews looked a lot different under the artificial lights.  The left side of his face was severely scarred and the hair on that side of his scalp was singed and ruined, but Allen could still detect a hint of sadness in his face, as if his news would herald the end of the world.  Too late for that, he thought.  
	“Comrades, I am saddened to report the current state of the war, nevertheless it is best that you all know what is going on so that we can make our plans as fully informed as possible and so we do not harbor false hopes which could sabotage our efforts.  No less than 36 hours ago the Empire ambushed and destroyed the Fourth Fleet at Deep Space Nine.  Also at that battle, the Enterprise was destroyed and Captain Jean Luc Picard was imprisoned.  The destruction of the Fourth Fleet has effectively wiped out Starfleet as an entity in the galaxy.  The news isn’t all depressing though, some of our sources indicate that…”
	Allen began to tune Matthews out.  The elimination of Starfleet wasn’t entirely unexpected and this news about fierce resistance by the Klingon Empire was probably fabricated to boost morale.  He knew it was probably a lie since there had been no news regarding the rest of the world for some time.  What mattered to Allen most was what kind of resources these other freedom fighters could bring to the table, and whether or not they were smart enough to use them.  Allen’s attention to the meeting returned when a man stood up on the other side of the room.
	“Our group has done all it could to disrupt Imperial activities in the area, before the Empire constructed the Oakland garrison we were able to hijack a transport full of supplies heading for the command center there.  We haven’t opened the cargo to be sure what is in there, but according to the markings on the side we believe they may be some sort of weaponry.”  Allen’s brain clicked into action, something in his gut was telling him that something about this guy wasn’t right.  He let the man continue to speak as he put the pieces together in his mind.  “We’ve also manage to salvage quite a few hand weapons from the battle a year ago, both Federation and Imperial…” Allen’s eyes shot wide open, the words escaping his mouth before he could adequately choose them.  “Did you bring those crates here?”  Allen practically yelled the words.  The man who had hauled them replied, startled by the outburst of noise from the other side of the room.  “Well, yes we were hoping to have the Lt. Commander inspect the contents herself.”  
Many of the people in the room grew puzzled by the exchange of words between the two, wondering if what Allen had brought up was significant, a few others looked toward Allen in disgust.  Lt. Commander Quentin asked for order, her voice rose over the commotion in the room and regained control.  Perhaps both of you should identify yourselves to the audience first.  Allen looked back at his adversary, “My name is Mark Allen, and I was never officially a Starfleet officer.”  The man moved closer to the podium, “Wade Maxwell ma’am, Ensign assigned to Headquarters’ security attachment.  My people have been serving with me for a long time and we’ve been loyal to the Federation despite the recent war with the Empire.”  Allen’s anger began to rise; it forced its way into his voice as if it were trying to control him.  “It isn’t your loyalty I’m questioning, it’s your intelligence.  Have you even done a basic security screen?  What if those crates are lined to explode when opened by unauthorized handlers, or worse yet, what if they have tracking devices in case of theft?”  Maxwell stood stunned at Allen’s comments before he came up with his reply, as if the ideas Allen proposed had never even occurred to him.  “As interesting as your theories may be, we have had these materials for nearly a week, and they’ve been in this location for over two days.  The Empire would have show up by now if they had those sort of extreme measures in place.”  
Allen had heard enough; he immediately took off through the door at full speed.  A few others hesitated at first, then followed him out the door, to them the security of the place had been shattered enough to make it uncomfortable.  They emerged from the ruins only to see Allen taking off at full speed, veering off Cochrane Street on to Phoenix Avenue, which would take him towards the fringes of the city.  He ended up in a neighborhood where Imperial walkers had trampled nearly every home.  Coming to a residence still largely intact, Allen stepped inside and nearly collapsed from exhaustion.  Suddenly, the roar of aircraft shattered the silence of the devastated suburb.  Allen looked out a broken window and saw four silhouettes against the moonlight.  “Looks like the Empire found the complex…”

Imperial TIE Bomber, Grey One, on approach

Four TIE Bombers cut through the sky, tracking the signal frequency given to them back at the base.  Every Imperial cargo container contained a basic broadcasting unit designed to prevent supplies from being diverted from their original destinations by smugglers.  The cargo was fairly important, a new supply of Merr-Sonn/BlasTech EWHB-10 Heavy Repeating Blasters, capable of basting through heavy barriers and mowing down infantry.  Those were not a cargo that should have ever been seized by the rebels, even these second rate rebels found in the new galaxy.  Two Imperial officers had been executed as a result and now a flight of bombers was being dispatched on damage control duty.  The bombers were loaded with free falling thermal detonators and ordered to drop every last one of them.  Following that, a Sentinel class shuttle carrying a squad of stormtroopers would go through and confirm the kill.  
The lead bomber flicked the switch on his comm unit.  “This is Grey leader to Grey flight, the target is now 5 klicks ahead of us, adjust your vector to the coordinates I’m sending and prepare to drop everything on the first pass, we can’t give them a chance to escape.”  Barely a minute later the bombers had unleashed their payloads and the ruined Federation Embassy Complex was crumbled down to its foundations.  Gamma flight then transmitted the confirmation signal to the attack shuttle.  IF anyone was left alive down there, they were trapped prey for a squad of some of the deadliest soldiers in the Empire. 
The explosions could be felt a good distance away, Allen cringed as he realized that if everyone had still been in the bunker they were probably dead.  For all their faults they were still just trying to change the world for the better.  Allen swore to himself that those people wouldn’t be minor footnotes in a long Imperial history.  He gathered some things from a small stash of supplies he had been saving under the floorboards in the house.  A hand phaser, some rations he acquired for his last datapad, and a couple bricks of latinum he had saved that he hoped to convert to Imperial credits.  First things first though, he needed to find some competent allies.  No one took on the Empire alone and lived to achieve victory.


Starfleet Academy, San Francisco, around 24 hours before the Battle of Earth

	“Get back here you pointy eared bastards!”  A group of Vulcans from the senior class had performed what had become an unofficial ritual among senior Vulcan students.  Break in to a human student’s quarters and perform some kind of sabotage.  These pranksters had decided to use a mind meld on Allen’s roommate Chad Ellis to get the security combination inside.  Then they used some heavy duty surgical gel normally used for thoracic surgery and glued him to the ceiling.  By the time Allen had arrived, the gel had dried and Ellis had to be cut down out of his own clothes.  The Vulcans had waited until Allen had arrived and laughed through the entire spectacle.  Allen had noticed them out of the corner of his eye and was eager for some retribution.
	“Choose your words carefully human, your emotions are getting the better of you.”  The lead Vulcan was about three inches taller than his cohorts, it was obvious that he was going to do all the talking, and probably did all of the planning for this assignment.  “Your arrogance is getting the better of you if you think you’re going to get away with this.”  Meet me in the gym later and we can settle it then?  Or are you going to do the smart thing and just back out?”  
The three Vulcans turned away laughing but not before Allen followed them into the quad and then put his foot against the lead Vulcan’s back and pushed, causing him to fall face first in the fountain much to the delight of the few dozen students enjoying a break between classes.  “You insignificant little ape!”  The Vulcan stood up immediately and brushed some water out of his eyes, apparently expecting Allen to run off like a coward.  Allen came in with another kick, this time leaping into the air and knocking his adversary backwards into the fountain again.  As Allen looked down at the now soaking wet Vulcan he lashed a third time, this time with his words. “You high minded Vulcans, preaching your logic and sitting in your ivory towers, yet you’re still nothing more than heartless racists.  Now if you decide to apologize to my friend back there I’ll be glad to apologize to you.”  The Vulcan stood, silent at first, but then he reached forward in a conciliatory gesture.  Allen looked into the Vulcan’s eyes and saw nothing different from usual, the emotionless gaze of a Vulcan hardly ever changed.  But Allen could feel that something wasn’t right.  As he reached forward to shake hands the Vulcan’s arm changed and rather than reach for the hand he began to reach for Allen’s neck.  Allen was furious at the treachery and he braced himself for the famous nerve pinch, only the powerful hands of a Vulcan were capable of this technique.  The anger rose in Allen as the Vulcan’s fingers clamped down, nothing happened.  Allen didn’t even notice the burning sensation in his shoulder as the now frightened Vulcan tried to make the technique work.  Allen reached forward and put his hand around his opponent’s neck.  “Now you will know emotion, now you will know hate.”  The Vulcan dropped to the ground, clutching his neck and gasping for air while his cronies got between their fallen leader and Allen.  It was no more than an hour later that Allen found himself in the headmaster’s office.
“Mr. Allen, how good to see you’re still…enrolled here.  I take it you’ve been on your best behavior these last three weeks?”  Headmaster Cameron remarked.  He was one of those people that just seemed to enjoy tormenting those who upset the fragile social balance of his school.  He did however, have his favorites.  “I was reluctant to believe this report at first.  That you assaulted our top graduating cadet, the Vulcan Ambassador’s son not to mention, and were able to walk away from the encounter, let alone the fact that you beat him badly enough for him to require medical attention.  I don’t know how you did it but you’ve managed to invoke emotion in one of the future leaders of a species that hasn’t even smiled in at least a thousand years!”  The headmaster’s tone grew angrier, probably because he had to explain to the Vulcan Ambassador as to how his son was thoroughly beaten by a young human student.
Allen sat in the chair; his rage had subsided when the officers had taken him to the administrative building, but the old man still irritated him to no end.  “Sir, I was the one who was provoked in this case, those three…” Allen was interrupted by a casual wave of the hand.  “Yes I know of what happened to Cadet Ellis in his quarters, a harmless prank I am told, this doesn’t mean you can go around assaulting every student that does something so trivial.  Before he could continue Allen stood straight up and yelled right at the headmaster, something that had probably never been done since the headmaster was himself a cadet.  “Listen you fool, I don’t consider holding a guy down and forcibly raping his mind trivial.  And as for breaking and entering then gluing a student to a ceiling is assault in itself. Those damn Vulcans should be put in the stockade.  But I guess you don’t care about mind reading and physical assault since I see that cute Betazed cadet in here after 1500 hours every day anyway.  What’s her name anyway, Lianna?”  “Allen spit on the desk before finishing his tirade.  “Sir.”
Cameron turned his chair so his back was facing Allen.  “That was you last and final mistake, I was hoping we could get out of this by you apologizing to the Ambassador’s son here today.  But now I have no choice…” he turned again and practically grinned.  “You will meet with the disciplinary committee tomorrow at 1300 hours.  Pending that hearing you will be confined to quarters under constant surveillance, is that understood cadet?”  Allen casually walked out of the room, before the headmaster could comment on the lack of a salute Allen turned and extended his hand, using an archaic, vulgar gesture from Earth’s 21st century.  Stuck in his quarters for nearly a day with nothing to do wasn’t so bad, the only problem he would have is explaining to his parents how he got kicked out of the academy for beating up an ambassador’s kid.  Or so he thought.

It was mid morning when a violent explosion rocked Allen out of bed, he shrugged it off as another earthquake before pulling the blanket back over his head.  He had been through a few before, then another explosion, louder this time and very close.  Ellis ran into the room gasping for air, he was carrying a pair of phaser rifles.  “Damn it Chad are you trying to get us both in trouble?  Those are illegal on campus and I’m in the fryer as it is!”  Chad struggled to form the words as he tossed one of the rifles to his roommate.  “Listen there isn’t much time to explain but the Academy is under attack, no the Federation is under attack!”  Allen struggled to his feet and threw on some civilian clothes he had laid out the night prior.  “Is it the Romulans?  The Borg?  The Dominion?  Who the hell am I supposed to be killing?”  
Ellis fumbled through his closet and fumbled with a small recording device.  He stuttered as he spoke.  “I…Chad Ellis…being of sound mind and body, declare this to be my last will and testa…” Allen walked forward and slapped Ellis clear across the face.  “Chad, get a hold of yourself, you’ve got to fill me in!”  Ellis was near tears as he tried again to record his will. “A large fleet of ships from some group called the Galactic Empire entered orbit this morning, they blasted every ship out of the sky and have begun landing troops on Earth.  There’s about a hundred thousand soldiers marching towards San Francisco now, we’ve got to get out of here!”
	Allen Grabbed the Phaser and ran out into the hall, if this were some sort of joke he would find out in a second.  Running into the Quad area of the dormitory again he accessed a data terminal, hacking his way into the mainframe and giving himself security clearances most Commanders would die for.  It didn’t matter if he were caught this time since he was already meat in the eyes of the disciplinary council.  Apparently no more than a few hours ago large ships from an extragalactic entity known as “The Empire” attacked vital installations all across the Alpha Quadrant.  Suddenly the screen went blank, the walls began to shake and suddenly a part of it caved in.  Allen watched as soldiers wearing faceless white uniforms began pouring through the new entrance.  Cadets in the area raised phasers but were immediately mowed down by the onrush of enemies.  Allen set the phaser rifle to overload and tossed into the fray and bolted towards a hallway that would take him closer to the main complex.  
Another terminal presented itself to Allen in the hallway leading towards the mess hall.  He regained his clearance easily, a sign that Starfleet was in such disarray that they were ignoring all of their computer security.  The Empire wasn’t using any sort of transport scrambler in this area, but there was enough interference that he wasn’t going to make it much further than the city limit.  He bolted towards the transporter room with the smell of burning flesh and sounds of agony not far behind him.
The transporter room had been abandoned, usually there was at least one armed-guard to prevent late night incursions across the planet but the guard had abandoned his post, probably ordered by some gutless pig like Cameron to escort is evacuation no doubt.  Allen punched in some coordinates that would get him outside of the city, near the suburbs hopefully if he remembered right.  There he could find some transportation and get towards Federation controlled areas, if there were any left.  Suddenly, a spark ignited in his mind that something was close to him, as he turned he noticed a white armored figure rounding the corner into the hall.  Allen reach under the transporter console and found one of the phasers the guards kept on hand and began firing down the corridor.  He then finished the transporter sequence and leaped onto the pad just as a series of red blaster bolts was about to hit him.
When he materialized he found himself in a residential neighborhood just outside of the city.  Before he could stop for a breath though a large armored walker literally stepped on a house no less than 30 meters away.  Smaller walkers flanked the large walker, with two legs instead of four.  And there were countless small tanks and troopers marching towards the Federation Headquarters.  The residential areas were being largely ignored save for the collateral damage.  Allen rushed over to the crushed house, the occupants weren't inside when it was crushed and their personal transport remained unharmed while parked in the driveway.  Allen climbed in and forged himself an access code for the vehicle.  He started the vehicle up and headed east as fast as he could.  As he drove off he looked into the sky and saw at least a dozen dagger shaped monoliths in the sky along with hundreds of other ships, small fighter craft that were to numerous to count were escorting other ships that Allen guessed were troop transports.  
Former Starfleet Cadet Mark Allen had no love for the establishment that the Federation had become, but he did believe in what is once stood for and for what it had brought humanity.  Maybe he was less than an hour away from being expelled and banned from civil service, but when he saw fellow cadets lay dead and dying back in that dormitory he vowed to avenge them somehow.  They were devoting themselves to bettering their species, and he would be damned if their sacrifices were in vain. 










Episode Two: the Unforgiving World

Far Eastern side of San Francisco, about 12 hours after Allen’s escape.

	The road was long and the constant fear of an Imperial patrol was beginning to wear on Allen’s psyche.  In better days this road would have flourished with transport, public and private. Finally, the weary rebel’s legs could take no more and he decided to rest at an abandoned transit station.  He toyed with the idea of cobbling parts together and salvaging a transporter unit from the public units but dismissed the idea as quickly as it came to him.  Somebody out there would detect it, whether it was the Empire or of those damned mercenaries who came to Earth seeking profit by scouring out Federation rebels.  
	The station was a large open space supposedly an above ground version of the subways of the mid 22nd century prior to the development of transporter technology.  When the people left San Francisco though, the transporters and train traffic disappeared with them.  Allen sat down and pulled out what little food he had left.  According to the label on the ration’s wrapping the contents would be good until the 25th century, thanks in part to modern preservation techniques.  Allen thought that if they had invested the time and research for better weapons than in keeping barely edible food fresh they might have lasted longer than a few days.  The rumbling of Allen’s stomach nearly deafened his ears as the ration bar made its way towards his mouth.  A sound from the corner startled him though, what he had mistaken for a pile of refuse was actually a human being resting underneath some tattered rags for warmth.  She stared blankly back at him, eyeing the rations as if they were some long lost treasure.  Allen smiled a bit and tossed the bar over to her.  “Take it,” he said “I’ve never liked these things anyway, not enough flavor.”  The girl sat still at first and then lunged toward the food as if it were prey.  Allen walked over to the girl, she couldn’t have been much younger than he was and if she had the chance to wash her face, could be very beautiful.
	“What’s your name, don’t worry I won’t hurt you, I’m not with the Empire.”  The girl retreated to her corner again and Allen watched as she clutched something close to her.  It was a small kitchen knife she must have scrounged up from a residence.  “Listen, if it makes you feel any better I used to be a Starfleet cadet.  If the Empire ever finds me I’m a dead man, plain and simple.”  The girl looked up in wonder after he mentioned the word Starfleet.  “Ok then, I’ll go first.  My name is Allen, Mark Allen.”  The girl’s eyes kind of rolled before her lips dry as desert sand finally moved.  “I’m Trina, my dad…he was a Captain…on the USS Katella. They were just leaving Earth when...” She broke down and started crying uncontrollably.  Allen then removed a small flask from his jacket pocket and handed it to Trina.  “Here’s something to wash down that ration bar with.”  She took a drink, and then handed it back to Allen, still whimpering slightly. “You’re almost out…I’m sorry.”  
Allen looked down into the flask and shrugged.  “Don’t worry about it, I’ll be okay once I get going again.  There has to be something within walking distance of here, I’m on my way out of town anyway.”  Trina’s voice rose sharply, Allen heard what it actually sounded like now.  “You can’t!  I mean, you wont be able to get anywhere without a vehicle.”  Allen’s eyes trained on the girl, his mind intrigued by her words.  “How do you know this for sure?”   The girl pointed to the other side of the station towards a wrecked piece of machinery. “I came from Seattle hoping to find out what exactly happened to my father, I was hoping he might not have been on the Katella when Earth was attacked.  That was our family transport, one of those civilian Argos.  I pulled into the station to find some shelter for the night but the vehicle crashed and I can’t get it back on its side let alone fix it.
Trina led Allen over to the craft; he looked over the damage and walked over to the vehicle’s side.  “I’ll have it running within a few hours, these things are structurally sound enough to survive a crash like this, it should still be working good enough to get us out of here towards greener pastures.”  Trina gaped, “you’re going to flip that thing by yourself?”  Allen closed his eyes and focused.  “I’ve got a talent for this sort of thing, before the Academy exploded I was about to be expelled for beating the tar out of a Vulcan who happened to be the Academy arm wrestling champion for three years running.”  As he pushed against the overturned jeep his muscles began to burn, as the hulk just wouldn’t budge, he tried to push harder and still it wouldn’t go.  As he recognized his failure at not being able to accomplish the task his mind began to scream at his body.  It chastised his muscles for being to weak to move the inert object, it screamed at his lungs for not giving him enough air, it yelled at its feet for not giving enough footing, and it showed fury towards his heart for being so weak.  
The inner conflict began to boil until the sings of rage were evident on his face.  Suddenly, with a mighty burst of strength Allen pushed forward and suddenly the vehicle was slightly off the ground, Allen was nearly overjoyed at that fact but Justas he started to grow confident he began to lose his place.  The Argo was about to crash back on top of him.  A sudden upwelling of fear pumped adrenaline into his body like a river, and with a rush it was tilting back the other way.  With a loud thud the Argo crashed on top of its four wheels.  There was minor structural damage that wasn’t going to affect the operation of the machine and other than that it was in good condition.
Trina was in shock at first, she then clutched the knife and began muttering, too fast for Allen to understand at first.  “Slow down, I can’t understand a word you’re saying.”  Her cries became clearer as she projected her voice.  “Just take the jeep and stay away, you’re an Imperial spy I knew it!  Just take the jeep and go I’m not who you’re looking for!”  She screamed again until Allen walked forward, slowly.  “I told you, I’m not with the Empire.  Look, how would you like to drive me back to Seattle.  You’ve got nothing here except that knife and some ragged blankets.  All I want is to go somewhere where there aren’t any undergrounds operating.  I need to rest, plus I hear Puget Sound is nice this time of year.”  Trina smiled a bit, not many Imperials probably knew what Puget Sound was.  “It is beautiful, the sunsets are amazing...” She climbed into the drivers seat, her passenger next to her.   “No time to waste right?  You’ll get plenty of rest if you want, you can stay at my house.  Mom won’t mind, she owns a restaurant in Seattle and she’s there quite a bit these days catering to Imperial customers.  Not her favorite idea of earning credits, but we have to survive somehow.”  Allen nodded as they sped out of the station and back onto the road.
	After a few miles Allen looked over at the console.  “It looks like the battery has enough charge to get back, if we don’t though do you have any sort of solar chargers we could use?”  Trina nodded her head sideways, “No but I have a small emergency battery pack.  That would get us an extra 50 miles or so before we had to refuel.”  “That’s good, I would hate for us to come all this way and still have to walk.”  In the faint light of the rising sun Allen noticed how beautiful the girl really was.  Short blonde hair with eyes that glittered like a sapphire, her body was proportioned well, she was taller than average too, about 5’10.  A year ago Allen would have been stumbling over his feet just for a chance to talk to her, nowadays there was no time for anything like flirting.  Not until he had a life again.  Trina looked over and caught him looking her over.  Allen then caught himself and turned his head slightly embarrassed.  “So Allen, how old is you? You said you used to be a cadet?”  “I’m 20; I was in my next to last year at the Academy.  When the Empire’s troops landed I fought my way through the building and made it to a transporter.  I finished most of my training except for the political and philosophy course, I was saving those for my senior year.”  
The jeep bounced over a hole in the road, “That might explain why you don’t act much like a cadet, frankly my father never cared for those courses himself.  He always told me that you couldn’t just indoctrinate people into a way of thinking like that.  He said when he was at the Academy things were different; there was a lot of creative thinking and ideas.  He also said that the Federation and our democracy wouldn’t survive for long if we kept moving towards such a socialist lifestyle.  “You weren’t planning on joining the fleet were you?”  Trina’s eyes welled up she fought back the tears but her voice showed much sorrow.  “I had been accepted to the Leonard McCoy Medical University on a scholarship, in San Francisco of course.”  Allen bowed his head slightly, “I’m sorry, I shouldn’t have asked”  “It’s okay I’ve learned to accept it.  Now I work at my mother’s restaurant and one day I’ll inherit it, unless the Empire takes that too.
The Sun was now above the horizon; the early morning sun warmed the world around the travelers.  “Mark, can I ask a question?”  “Go ahead, we’ll be separating soon anyway.”  Her lip pouted a bit and she frowned at him and then sighed.  “You’ll be staying with me until I’ve repaid you for the jeep and there is no arguing that.  But tell me, what made you go back to San Francisco?  You had to know it was a pile of rubble, what in the Quadrant would possess you to do that?”  Allen looked up at the Sun.  “It’s a long story…”




 Nevada Desert, Four Days after the Imperial Invasion.

The sun bore down on the cadet.  The heat tore into his skin like locusts into a harvest.  All around him there was nothing but sand and stones; the stretch of ancient highway was the only land route to civilization in this area.  Allen had traveled east for a time until he sighted a series of Imperial transports heading the same direction.  He then turned south and found himself in Nevada, where his vehicle had given out on him.
Allen moved into the shade the borrowed sedan gave him and shut his eyes.  After all he had been through it would be fitting for him to die in the desert from thirst and exhaustion.  Before thoughts of certain death crossed into his mind though another vehicle crawled over the horizon into his view.  It was a large transport, a hover-bus like the one he remembered from his early school years.  It pulled up next to Allen and a y
Man got out.  He wore an ensign’s insignia on a clean and well-tailored Starfleet uniform.  “Is there anything I can do to help you sir?”  Allen stood and weakly saluted.  “I should be the one calling you sir, Cadet Mark Allen, third year sir.”  The ensign nodded in approval, “If that’s the case then you should probably get on the bus.  All personnel have been ordered to report to the Field Training Center near Las Vegas.  Orders concerning our future are going to be decided pretty soon and we’ll find out what role we’ll have in the new government.”  Allen wanted to spit, guessing that there must not have even been a counterattack or an organized retreat.  Not knowing what else he could do, Allen stepped onto the bus.  The passengers all looked tired, as if the souls had been drained out of their bodies through their faces.  Allen walked down the aisle towards the back.  He sat down next to a lieutenant that didn’t seem completely conscious as he looked out the window, not even trying to hide the fact he was depressed  “Sir, my name is Allen, I was a cadet at…” the old Lieutenant suddenly snapped back into reality, his tongue as sharp as a bat’leth.  “Listen kid, I don’t want to know you or anything about you ok?  I just lost everything I ever cared about and I don’t want new friends to die just like the old ones.”  
The broken man then reached under his seat and pulled out a fairly large sized bottle of a blue looking liquid.  “One good thing about the federation gone,” he pointed at the ripped portion of his uniform where his communicator used to be pinned, “is that now I can drink all of the Romulan Ale I want to forget.”  Allen didn’t want to talk to the drunk any longer, but he was stung by the comment.  “What do you mean the Federation is gone, there’s still over 150 member systems not including countless other inhabited worlds within our borders.”  He tried to sound as naïve as possible, it worked.  “Bah, what would a kid like you know?  I saw it all myself.  I saw what happened.  The Empire, they hit everything at once, they have these, engines that move faster than we could ever hope to have, and they blasted Vulcan into molten slag before we could send a ship!  Pretty much every last one of them is now on their way to some Kessel planet I heard of.  A real nasty Imperial prison back in their own damn galaxy.  They’re going to be slaves.”  Allen cringed and he wondered whether the Vulcan ambassador and his son were among that number.
Time passed and then a commander towards the front of the bus stood and prepared to address the passengers.  He was the highest ranking officer Allen had seen other than Headmaster Cameron in over a week.  “My name is commander LaForge, in about thirty minutes we will arrive at the Starfleet field research training facility. Most of you remember training for off world away missions and ground combat missions here.  Orders from Admiral Janeway have been sent to all earthbound survivors to assemble at Vegas Base. While there we will reorganize and prepare to learn what our role, as Starfleet officers, will be in the rebuilding of Earth and the quadrant.  I know it seems as if we’ve been beaten gentlemen but the Admiral herself assured me that her treaty with the Empire will protect us from all persecution by their forces.”  Allen shuffled nervously in his seat; Admiral Janeway was not his favorite officer and it was widely known that she had been promoted to Admiral and put in charge of bureaucratic duties in order to get her out of the command structure.  Now it seemed though, that the fate of the Earth and the Federation citizens on it lay in her hands.  The drunken lieutenant started grumbling again.  “That bitch, you know she’s so anti-violence that she didn’t want any of her staff to shoot back at the Imperials during the invasion?  That’s why she’s alive though, the Empire sticks her in as leader of the puppet government for now and uses her bleeding heart to get us all into one place and then WHAM!  We’re all going to die kid!”  Allen turned from the stench of alcohol, contemplating the merits of dying alone in the desert.  He fell asleep soon afterwards.
Allen’s sleep was interrupted by the sudden stop of the transport.  Las Vegas base itself, a former metropolis decimated during the third world war and converted into a hostile environment training area by Starfleet even before the ancient launch of the NX-01 Enterprise.  No cadet looked forward to his training at Las Vegas base.  It was said that the instructors there could make Klingons seem like Ferengi in their ferocity.  Many of them were veterans of the Dominion war and had fought at places that made the legendary stand of AR-588 seem like a pleasure cruise across the Risan seas.  It made sense then that the Las Vegas base would stand unscathed in comparison to the facilities in San Francisco, Paris, and Hong Kong.  As the weary soldiers climbed off the bus several shuttles and runabouts began hovering into the hangar nearest the entrance.  Allen saw that the Runabout at the center had San Francisco insignia on it.  “That one is probably carrying Janeway” he thought to himself  “how in the hell did that bitch get a Runabout out of San Francisco without getting caught by enemy fighters?  How many could have been evacuated on those shuttles she is using as her escort?”
A commanding military voice boomed over the loudspeaker system set up all over the base.  “Surviving officers of destroyed vessels report to the Auditorium in building 004 for debriefing, Surviving officers of San Francisco installations and the Academy report to the mess hall for your debriefing, all enlisted personnel report to the nearest information kiosk to find your designated location, Surviving Officers of Utopia Planitia and Lunar Base…”
Allen looked behind him; the mess hall was less than fifty meters away from him, after wading through the mass of bodies hurrying to their assigned locations.  The mess hall was crowded, most of the officers hadn’t yet been given the opportunity to clean the dirt from their uniforms and bodies and there were a fair number whose uniforms and skin were stained with blood.  There was no living being in the entire Quadrant, possibly even the entire galaxy that had ever witnessed such a conflict, let alone fought in and survived one.  A shrill sound cut through the air and the entire room stopped.  Allen caught one last look around the room and noticed that there were far fewer survivors than he would have expected.  The room had been designed to hold over one thousand soldiers both officers and enlisted personnel and it was almost half empty.  Two Federation officers wearing the all black jumpsuits of military security officers flanked the front of the mess hall.  A podium that served the bases graduation ceremonies and VIPs had been brought in.  It was placed under the large view screen that served to broadcast Federation news reports and base announcements to the base personnel as they ate meals. 
The sound shrieked again but this time Admiral Janeway immediately came from the back with a data pad in hand.  Allen looked to his left and noticed his friend from the transport who had just begun to sober up a bit.  That buzzer probably didn’t do his head any favors.  “It’s a good thing that great Admiral of hers had daddy’s private runabout on hand, and those shuttles kept her nice and safe while she composed the concession speech no doubt.”  Allen ignored him, no reason to listen to his ramblings anymore since he was about to hear an announcement from the top brass.
“Officers of the Federation, it has been several years since I led Voyager back from the Delta Quadrant.  During my time there I encountered many different species and civilizations…” Allen nearly rolled his eyes after that opener.  Every speech Janeway made since her promotion to Admiral opened with a reference to Voyager and how much the ship encountered during the seven years away from Federation space.  All the while she conveniently leaves out the numerous violations of the Prime Directive and her subsequent betrayal of the Maquis officers who returned with the Voyager crew.  All the same time she managed to get her lover off in return for his testimony against Maquis activity prior to their being trapped in the Delta Quadrant.  Suddenly, Allen’s attention refocused as the name of his enemy caught his ears.  “… In accordance with the treaty I have signed with the Galactic Empire the remaining officers of Starfleet…” hatred began to burn fiercely in Allen’s gut.  She had signed the treaty of her own accord and probably because she was the last of the Admiralty as well.  
Disgusted, Allen began to work his way through the crowd and out the door.  Once outside the heat began to suck the life out of him.  It was blazing in the North American southwest that much he understood.  But this was definitely odd, heat didn’t make someone feel so disgusted…or so afraid.  In he corner of his eye there was a small object streaking towards the mess hall.  Out of instinct he turned to look at what it was and suddenly it was much hotter.  A large explosion had engulfed half of the building and was threatening to claim the other half.  Without warning another explosion cut through the dead desert silence.  This one however came from the other side of the base; the main auditorium has been leveled.  Suddenly there were more explosions, all in facilities where there we large numbers of Federation personnel.  Then Allen saw what happened.  The fighters flew over his head faster than he could react to.  There had to be at least thirty of them and it looked as though they were preparing for another pass.  Allen was frustrated as to what he could do, to stay was certain death but he would definitely be caught if he tried to escape in a shuttle or transport.  
	“Bunkers” he thought.  “There has to be some kind of bunker, this is a damned training base after all…” His head turned in several directions looking for the proving grounds.  That is where any sort of cover would be.  A flat stretch of terrain with a few artificial structures stood out near the horizon.  Recognizing that as a combat exercise area from his quick look at the map earlier he took off in a sprint.  His mind pushing his body to keep going, the pain receptors in his body were screaming at his body.  Attempting to shut down his muscles, through a sheer force of will though, he kept running.  Focusing his mind on the moment and his own survival made him blind to what was going on around him, for in the short distance outside of the base, Imperial galleons were already landing and unloading their complements of Imperial sand troopers, a particularly nasty contingent of the Stormtrooper Corps that was eager to regain some of its prestige and respect after several debacles on the desert world of Tatooine.
	A switch in Allen’s mind clicked and suddenly he leapt into the air, his dive landing him into a deep bunker designed to provide shelter against fighter and artillery attacks.  His landing however, was less than graceful and he nearly cracked his entire ribcage upon falling to the concrete, a primitive but cheap material not known for its softness.  He lay there gasping for air trying to recollect his thoughts.  Suddenly the ground beneath him was shaking.  A feeling he remembered from the Academy.  Had he been able to lift his head and peer outside he would have seen the Imperial Walkers unloading from the ships that carried them.  Bolts of energy streaked toward the ruins of buildings and raining death upon those who might have survived, the fighters came in for another pass, but rather than continue the destruction, they came in slowly and landed.  Allen’s mind began recording observations, one thing was clear.  No one could have survived that horrible attack.  The Empire had betrayed Janeway in order to root out the remaining Starfleet officers, the mass debriefings not only disguised the situation, but the Empire probably gleaned some sort of information from them.  “Well Admiral it seems like you’ve finally fulfilled your legacy.  Hundred of years of prosperity gone in less than a week.”
	Before he could finish cursing Janeway’s leadership, a volley of fire from a walker came right towards the bunker, collapsing the structure on top of Allen and entombing him. Consciousness began to fade and lights began to dim.  In he darkness under the rubble though Allen found one comfort.  At least it wasn’t so hot.

The Lonely Road, outside of Seattle

“You mean to tell me you’ve been through all of that and you’re still alive?  I heard about the battle of Las Vegas.  About how Starfleet rounded up every survivor for a stand and they were crushed by the Imperial army!”  Trina’s face was one of utter disbelief, the story she had just heard fighting against what she knew to be true.  Allen looked back at her with a smirk, “I would hardly call it a battle, everyone including Admiral Janeway were slaughtered like animals.  Probably just a bunch of Imperial propaganda trying to convince everyone that the Federation and Starfleet were truly dead.”  
Trina shook her head slightly.  “There’s only one problem with your explanation soldier boy.  Admiral Janeway didn’t die at the battle of Las Vegas.”  Allen nearly jumped out of the vehicle there.  “That’s impossible!  I saw the building leveled myself by Imperial fighters!  Janeway was in the mess hall when it went down!”  “Say what you want Mark, but Janeway was taken prisoner and they sent her off to the new planetary capital in New York City.  Seeing as how New York was one of the few major cities to take serious damage in the invasion it makes sense that Moff Wong would set up base there.”  Allen closed his eyes and uttered some profanity before selecting his next words.
“It seems like I’ve been wandering the southwest for too long Trina, once we arrive in Seattle you’ll have to fill me in on what has happened to our planet.  Anything else you could give me for that matter.”  For too long Mark Allen had fought in isolation against the Empire.  Right now his only weakness was a lack of information, in due time he would have that.  When he did, he would blur the fine line between vengeance and justice, taking down every Imperial he could with him.
Episode Three: To Suffer is To Live

The Shining Blue Gem Restaurant, Seattle

	“Yes Captain we take reservations, a party of four at 1900 hours local time?  All right then we look forward to serving you. Sir.”  Therese Adair programmed the reservation into her databook and let out a deep sigh.  The Imperial officers and their cadre of women and bodyguards who frequented the restaurant ordered expensive meals and lots of alcohol but one of the wait staff ever wanted to serve them.  They tipped very poorly if at all and were very arrogant towards the staff.  They didn’t realize that any one of them at any time could call in the local garrison and have the place shut down at will.  She would have to do the serving as well as the cooking tonight for Captain Cyran from the Victory Star Destroyer Hadoken and Commander Nitram, who commanded Thunderhead’s fighter squadron.
	In the earliest hours of the invasion Nitram’s squadron had been assigned to patrol the skies the northwestern section of the continent.  During a routine flight Nitram’s wingman was force to land due to mechanical problems.  By sheer chance they landed in Seattle near the Shining Blue Gem.  An establishment noted for excellent food.  Nitram dined there while waiting for pickup and enjoyed the experience enough that he decided he would return, inviting Captain Cyran on his next venture.  The Imperial duo continue to frequent the Shining Blue Gem since it is virtually unknown to other Imperial officer’s and they consider it one of their best kept secrets.
	Things were a lot easier when Trina was around to help, she was becoming a good chef in her own right and it helped keep her mind off of her father.  But she had taken off in the Argo without asking and now Therese had no idea how long she had been gone.  More than the help though, she missed the company, most of her friends had died along with her husband aboard the Katella.  She knew she would be leaving them all behind when she retired from the service to start her own restaurant.  But she never knew what would cause her to miss them.  She would have been right beside her husband on the bridge.  Trina would have been orphaned though, she had to keep reminding herself of that, and there was no point in giving in to grief when there were still living people that depended on her.  But now Trina was missing and things looked as bleak as they had ever been.
	“Mom?  Are you okay?”  Therese turned, choking back tears as she rushed towards her daughter.  “Trina, thank goodness your safe, I was just a little choked up about your father that’s all.”  Allen walked in slowly, not wanting to disturb the relatives’ embrace.  Therese noticed him when she looked up.  “Trina?  Do we have a guest?”  Trina brushed back her hair, “Mom this is Mark.  Mark Allen.  He was stranded out on the road and I offered to bring him to town.”  Therese frowned and looked at the strange man with a bit of disapproval.  “Dear, a lot of people don’t have a place to live these days.  You should have dropped him off at the outskirts.”  “Mom, he used to be a Cadet at the…”  “Trina please be quiet, Cyran and Nitram are going to be here soon and if the Imperials spot a Starfleet cadet here we’ll be arrested for sure.”  Allen bowed his head, “I understand ma’am, and I never intended to cause any trouble and I’ll be on my way.”
	Trina’s eyes opened sharply, “Mother can I talk to you in the back please?  Don’t leave Mark I made a promise and I’m going to keep it.”  As the two women moved from the kitchen towards a back room Allen took in his surroundings.    The kitchen was nearly spotless and full of perishable food items he could take with him before he left.  He probably would have left except he didn’t want to run the risk of Trina following him, and he didn’t want to argue with her because the last thing he wanted to do was cause conflict in her own home.  But he definitely wanted to leave before those Imperial officers showed up.  He looked through his satchel; he was definitely low on provisions.  He decided against taking food though, he didn’t want to sink to the same despicable levels of his enemies.  He had no reservations though against taking some water, he grabbed his canteen and filled it at the sink, he took a drink and then refilled it.  Quenching thirst had once been a pleasure he took for granted; now he thanked whatever deities were out there for the experience.
	The conversation was taking longer than he though was convenient for him, gathering his belongings he moved towards the door, hoping to take the conflict surrounding him away from the home of people he hardly knew.  He took one last look towards the door and pondered what might have been. 
	He didn’t make it very far out the door before he heard a female voice behind him.  “Where do you think you’re going Mark?  I finally convince my mother, a former Starfleet Commander who gained a reputation for being stubborn, that you can stay and when I come out to give you the good news I see that you’re leaving?”   Allen didn’t bother to turn around, “I didn’t mean to cause any problems and I don’t want to be anywhere near Imperial officers.”  Allen tried to walk away again and again the words of a girl kept him from going far.  “Why, why are you so damn cold Allen?  Back in San Francisco you were a much kinder person than this, and during the ride back you seemed so open.  Now it’s like I can’t even get close.”  Trina, I refilled my canteen and I’m out of San Francisco, as far as I see it we’re even.”  Before he could step again the girl was right next to him, grasping his shoulder.  “You might think we’re even but I owe you my life, if you just walk away then you obviously think my life isn’t valuable enough.  Well if that’s the case then go right ahead and leave.”
	Allen paused, here he was in the midst of a one-man war against the most powerful military in galactic history and suddenly the only thing in his way was the feelings of some girl he hadn’t even known for a day.  “That’s not what I meant, it’s just that…”  “You don’t need to finish Allen, I’ll get over it, and I’m worried that you won’t though.  What happens when you’re done fighting? You’re either going to be dead or you’re going to be so bitter and alone that you might as well be dead!”  Allen looked out toward the sky, a flickering light catching his attention.  “Allen, are you even listening to me?  Because if you aren’t then get the hell out of…” Allen hushed her with a wave of his fingers and pointed upwards.  “That’s an Imperial shuttlecraft, your guests are here.”  Trina looked at Allen and fought back tears.  “It’s my fault you’re still here, go ahead then.  You shouldn’t have to be caught because of me.”  With that Trina ran back into the building to help her mother prepare for the guests.  This time though, it was Allen who followed.
	The shuttlecraft landed in a small lot.  A section had been roped off for aircraft and the Imperial Shuttle took a fair amount of that space.  There weren’t very many guests on this night and many of them ended their meals prematurely at the sight of the Imperial shuttle.  Cyran and Nitram exited with a woman on each arm, picked up from various establishments elsewhere on the planet during the day’s “activities.”  As merry as they seemed the men accompanying them were decidedly not amused.  Clad in the white armor of an Imperial stormtrooper and bearing their rifles in a way that demonstrated readiness they began an inspection of the Shining Gem.  
	The lead trooper immediately approached Therese and Trina as they prepared several appetizers the Captain and Commander frequently ordered.  “You, discontinue your activity and listen.”  Therese looked at the stormtrooper, puzzled, “What seems to be the problem sir?”  The trooper motioned for his men to come in, each of them raising a blaster in the direction of the women.  “Our sensors detected a third individual, a human male, on the premise who we cannot currently locate that the moment.  Who is he and what connection is he to you?  You will answer promptly or you will be taken into custody and your property seized.”  Therese looked at Trina, who bit her lip nervously and tried to answer.  “Well, he’s umm, he’s just…” Her stuttering was interrupted by a voice.  “Just the new waiter sir, I stepped into the washroom to clean myself up a bit before serving the meal tonight.”  The lead trooper switched on his comlink and sent a request to the soldier aboard the shuttle.  “Confirmed, continue your meal preparation, but be advised we’ll be overseeing the entire operation.  Any more security risks and we’ll be forced to take action. Against your establishment.”
	Trina looked toward Allen and smiled, a rarity for him, which made him unsure of how to respond.  He gave a polite smile back and asked Therese if there were any better clothes for him to wear for the job at hand.  Therese motioned towards a closet in the corner of the room, “There should be a spare outfit in your size back there.”  Trina grabbed his hand quick, and leaned toward his ear, “Thank you”, she squeezed his hand and went back to her work.  Allen grabbed the outfit and went to the washroom to change.  Things had definitely gotten complicated for him.  His mind began to wander, wondering what in the hell he had done to get himself where he was.  A former Starfleet Cadet, about to serve drinks to two Imperial Officers, a man fighting for freedom but catering to the whims of his oppressors, a soldier who had just discovered what…no…who it was he was fighting for.




Las Vegas, beneath the rubble

	“We’ve got a live one over here!  Have the construction droids dig him out and make sure he’s watched at all times.”  The rocks were cleared away and the broken and bloodied Mark Allen was removed from the rubble by a group of sandtroopers.  He clung to life by a thread, while the rest of his body had given in his mind was desperately hanging on with pure survival instinct.  “I don’t recognize this type of uniform sir, is he even one of the rebels?”  “Probably just some idiot civilian who got caught in the fire, people on this planet are so naïve about combat they don’t know to run when the shooting begins.  Have a medic stabilize him and then have a shuttle take him to Colonel Olrik’s detention facility like all the other survivors.” 
The medic came over and looked Allen over, shaking his head.  “There’s no way he’s going to live through the trip, you should just blast him in the head and end his suffering. “  The trooper answered back “You want me to have to tell Colonel Olrik that we failed to interrogate one of his prisoners because the medic wasn’t doing his job?”  The medic cringed, “Colonel Olrik himself?  Please no, I, okay I’ll do it.  If he doesn’t survive though I won’t be responsible.”  “Whatever, just do it, then get back to work.”  The Medic never noticed, Allen was listening to every word, staving off the unconsciousness by focusing on what was going on around him.
Allen was placed on a repulsor-stretcher and placed aboard a larger Sentinel class shuttle.  More prisoners were placed on board.  Most of them were too injured to be any risk, but several guards with their blasters set to kill remained steadfast.  Halfway through the flight one of the prisoners stood up to stretch and he was punished wit a series of blaster bolts to his chest and abdomen.  The smoking corpse giving off the foul stench of charred skin and ozone for the entire trip, such ruthlessness was typical of the soldiers under Olrik’s Command.
Allen couldn’t keep tack of time in his current state, for all he knew the trip had taken the entire day.  It was a short, routine, flight though.  Allen was immediately carted off to the prison’s medical ward.  Few Imperial prisons actually had a medical ward but Olrik insisted on having one in order to keep his prisoners alive as long as possible.  Whether this was to prevent his prisoners from escaping sentencing by some form of suicide or just so that he could interrogate them more frequently it was uncertain.  Allen was lifted off of the stretcher and immersed into a large tank of liquid; an oxygen mask was placed onto his face and the lid closed on him.  Allen’s consciousness began to fade as he felt something within him strengthening, the healing process accelerating and his pulse rate returning to normal.  The rest was wonderful, but short lived.

Medical Ward, Oakland Imperial Prison

“How long has he been unconscious,” Olrik asked the doctor.  “The field medic who stabilized him says he was out the entire time, but once we got him into the bacta tank he showed signs that he was still hanging on.  We added some tranquilizer to the bacta mix to keep him sedated but we can wake him at any time with the proper combination of stimulants.  His body will absorb them along with the bacta; he doesn’t need to be in the tank though anymore, all he would need are a few bacta patches on his ribcage and then he can be taken to a cell.  “Wake him then, but leave him in the tank and connect the disciplinary cables into the input valves on the tank.”  The doctor complied readily.  Nobody hesitated to follow an order given by the Colonel.
Allen’s eyelids burst open, his body reacting instantly to the stimulants.  He was confused, wearing nothing but a modestly cloth around his waist and immersed in a thick, horrible tasting fluid.  But he was alive and his body had been restored somehow.  His first instinct upon seeing the Imperial officer and the doctor on the other side of the tank’s “window “ was to attack, his fist slamming against it at full force.  The bones in his hand splintered into what felt like thousands of pieces.  Undeterred he switched to his other hand.  Colonel Olrik merely grinned at the futility of Allen’s assault.  “Doctor, administer bacta punishment.  Level Four.”  
The doctor toggled a switch on the control panel in front of him, sending a powerful jolt of electricity into the bacta that ripped through Allen’s body.  The doctor discontinued the flow of electricity and was greeted by a scowl from Olrik.  “I didn’t order you to discontinue the punishment doctor.”  The doctor almost instantaneously flicked the switch and the pain came again for Allen.  There were a few long seconds before Olrik finally ended it by picking up a speaker that went into the tank.  “I might not be a doctor myself but I can tell from these readings that you’re still conscious.  I’m going to let you soak in the bacta tank for a few more hours; we’ll begin your interrogation when I return.” 
	Olrik was true to his word, a few hours later he returned with a detachment of guards.  The doctor had returned as well.  “Administer another punishment, level six this time and sustain it for ten seconds, then increase to a level eight punishment and sustain for five seconds.  When you have finished administer the tranquilizers into the bacta and we’ll move him.”  Allen braced himself but was unable to withstand the pain.  This time it was much more horrible, he tried harder and started to reach out to attack the window again.  The level of shock increased though and Allen’s arm began to shake violently.  As the electricity stopped Allen wore to himself that he would kill Olrik, and shatter this damn pod or whatever it was he was in.  Then sleep began to overtake him, and the more he fought it the more it claimed him until finally he went limp.
	He opened his eyes again; and was almost startled by the fact he was no longer submerged.  He tried to get on his feet but metal restraints held him firmly in place.  His eyes still hadn’t completely adjusted and he realized there was a power lamp over his head.  “There is a reason why my command is referred to as the Harbinger of Doom”, Allen recognized the voice as the Imperial Officer.  “You see, I’ve built my reputation on strong and decisive victories.  My command has fought in almost hundred planetary assaults.  Strikes against rebel strongholds, reinforcing overwhelmed garrisons, and the occasional planetary invasion.”  Allen heard footsteps.  Even though he couldn’t see his tormentor he knew he was close and pacing behind him.  
“Normally after subjugating a planet such as this my forces would be recalled and we’d be off to the next rock.  But this planet of yours…” Olrik paced again.  The sound of boots against the hard floor was driving Allen mad.  No doubt something that the Colonel counted on.  “My superiors think this planet needs some added work, and I agree.  Your brand of human is proving surprisingly resistant to conquest.  A very clever deception, hiding such a resilient population behind a soft, socialist, and inept government.”  Allen opened his mouth, they were dry and his mouth felt as if it was full of cotton, but still he found a way to speak.  “Is that why you murdered all of those people at Las Vegas?  You were so threatened by a handful of unarmed and beaten enemies that you figured…” Olrik cut him off.  “Fifty milligrams of ecthyzene, now.”  
A floating object moved toward Allen, Allen spit at it.  “The interrogation droid is very resistant to your expectoration.”  The droid inserted a needle into Allen’s chest.  “Now you might think you’re being stabbed in the heart.  It is the left ventricle to be more precise, the ecthyzene we’re putting into your body will be pumped by your aorta out to the rest of your body.  It’s an interesting substance that stimulates lactic acid production in your body.  Think of it as a way to feel incredible pain without doing anything to earn it.”  Within a few minutes Allen felt exactly like he did when he jumped into the bunker back in the desert.  Tired, aching, and completely vulnerable.  
“As much fun as it has been breaking you I believe it is time to start getting the information I desire.  You wear no Federation or Starfleet uniform or insignia yet you were at one of their most critical installations during our attack.  The only ID we have for you is the name Mark Allen, from your civilian ID card.  We looked through the archive of Federation personnel and we cannot find anyone matching your description, neither in Starfleet nor at that ridiculous Academy in San Francisco.  Allen smiled inwardly; Cameron must have deleted him from the enrollment after their meeting the day before the invasion.  The old bastard had finally done something to help Allen out.  A small chuckle escaped Allen’s mouth until the wind was knocked out of him.  One of the Imperial guards was brandishing a heavy pole and he used it effectively, bringing it down on Allen’s chest and forcing out all of the air.
“I don’t know what you are finding so amusing.  Somehow you managed to erase any record of military service from your personal records.  No man without any kind of training stays silent after the same interrogation you’ve been through.  You understand that your resilience is all the evidence I need to keep you here.”  “Assume what you will, but when I get out of here, I will kill you Olrik.”  Olrik laughed, not an arrogant one as he had been doing, but an outright chortle as if Allen had told the funniest joke in the galaxy.  “I haven’t heard a good one like that in ages.  For that I won’t simply execute you outright!  But, defiance must still be punished and I have other prisoners who I think will be more forthcoming.  I think I’ll just let the interrogation droid entertain you for a while.  Guard, run interrogator program Olrik-Omega-Five and holo-record the session, we’ll make an example of this one.”
Cell Block 22, Maximum Security Wing, Oakland Imperial Prison

	Allen was tossed into the cell like garbage, his bones barely holding up his ravaged frame.  The cell was completely dark with only a bit of illumination near the toilet.  Allen noticed that he was now in a standard prison uniform and there was a tight fitting collar around his neck with tubes going from the collar into his skin.  A guard banged on the door.  “Listen prisoner, I’m only going to tell you once.  The collar on your neck is operated by remote.  There are remote sensors around the perimeter of the base and remotes are given to every guard on base.  “What, do I get another shock if I try to escape?”  “You could only hope for that, within the collar is a very potent neurotoxin, designed to bring about an incredibly painful and slow death.  The shock collars are for the standard inmates.  Colonel Olrik has informed all of the guards about you, so don’t think you can deceive us.”  “Okay, but one question, when do we get to do arts and crafts because I was so hoping to jam a knitting needle into the good colonel’s eye.”
	The guard left and Allen sat in the dim light.  He had been through so much and somehow he had lived.  The thought of wasting away in an Imperial prison however was unbearable.  At that moment something in his mind clicked off.  He had almost been brought to tears; now he just stood up and stared at the door, then back over at the sleeping platform.  The only way he would survive this place was if he could become strong.  He was in a terrible isolation designed to weaken him physically and mentally and he knew he would have to respond.  He then remembered something he had learned from the history texts.  “Sometimes you have to fight for your freedom.  Even when the odds are against you and the only alternative to winning is certain death.”
	He fumbled at the tubes into his neck.  Undoubtedly the device would react if he simply pulled the tubes out.  He also figured that he was being watched also, even if he did remove the collar he would probably be swarmed by the guards the moment he did.  This place might even rival Rura Pente as the most unforgiving penitentiary there was.  There would be a way out though.  But he would have to be ready, any opportunity would not be open for long and he would have to act fast to exploit it.

The Shining Blue Gem Restaurant, Seattle, 2000 hours Earth Pacific Standard Time.

	“The rebels had the audacity to come at us in Y-wings!”  Nitram laughed as he recalled one of his war stories.  “Once we saw those things coming at us I knew that I would have plenty more kills.  The interceptors we were flying just raced past the rebels and all we had to do was swing around and chew them away from behind.”  Cyran took a draw from his glass of wine and laughed.  “You fighter pilots have more ego than Kessel has spice.  Even a kowakian howler monkey could out fly a Y-wing in a TIE interceptor.  If you ladies want a war story let me tell you about the time when my ship was ambushed.  We were patrolling the outer rim when this pair of Frigates comes out of hyperspace, sheer chance that we were in the same system.”
	“Gentlemen, forgive me for interrupting but I must ask if you require more drinks.”  Allen said.  “Oh by all means boy, and have the chef prepare two orders of that local dish we enjoy so much, Nitram what was that called?”  “I think you mean lobster sir, and don’t forget the melted butter.”  “Yes,” Cyran remarked “this butter is most fantastic compared to the stuff back home.”  Allen bowed slightly, “I’m glad you enjoy it sir.  In the meantime though is there anything your escorts might require?”  Nitram laughed, “They only require more drink, and stronger drink if you have it.”  “I’ll see what I can do sir.
	Allen went back into the kitchen and gave the order to Therese.  Trina moved over to him and pulled him just out of earshot of the kitchen guard, who was distracted by a plate of appetizers Trina had set near him.  The smell was enticing but to sit and eat would be dereliction of duty, a capital offense.  “Allen, you didn’t have to.”  “It’s okay, if I hadn’t all three of us would be in trouble.  Besides, what you were saying earlier made me think.  Once the Imperials leave I’ll tell you about what happened to me after Las Vegas.”  “Well, mom is preparing the main course, just take them their drinks and tell me when you come back.” “It’s important, after Las Vegas I was captured and put in an Imperial Prison.  I’m a fugitive, and if those guys figure that out you and your mother will both be dead.  The only reason you haven’t heard anything from the news about it is because I personally insulted the prison’s commander on the way out.  His reputation would be damaged if anyone else heard of it, I’m telling you because I want you to be safe.”

Episode IV:  Rebel’s Reunion

Shining Blue Gem Restaurant, 2100 hours earth Pacific Standard Time

	“Your lobster gentlemen, with extra butter and all of the side dishes on separate plates as you requested.”  Cyran grinned and nudged his female companion to the side.  “Splendid, it’s just as I remember it!  Nitram, remind me next week to bring the galley officer down here so he can take some lessons.”  Nitram nodded and fumbled with the claw crackers.  “Waiter, have the chef prepare an assortment of desserts for travel, we need to return to our ship soon.”  “Of course sir.” 
 Allen moved towards the back, Trina had gone home to prepare a guest room but Therese was still in the kitchen, her head buried in her hands.  “Excuse me ma’am, but our guests have ordered some…” Therese pointed towards the counter, a platter of pastries and sweets had already been prepared and some carrying containers sat out next to them.  “I see, thank you ma’am.”  “When you are done serving the desserts, we need to talk.  Regarding my daughter.”  “You don’t need to worry, I’ll be gone as soon as I have finished here and the Imperials have left.  I meant no trouble.”  “Serve the desserts, explain later.”
Allen did as he was told; taking the desserts and handing them to one of the women accompanying the officers back up to their Star Destroyer in Earth’s orbit.  The bill was paid in Imperial credits and as Therese had warned earlier, there was no tip.  Allen expected as such.  He went to the kitchen again where the middle-aged woman was busy scrubbing a few dishes and preparing things for when normal business resumed the next day.  “Listen, I was a Starfleet officer for over ten years.  I respect what you want to do against the Empire as much as anyone on this forsaken planet.  I’ll give you some food, and a spare phaser I’ve kept at my bedside ever since my husband was killed.  But I don’t want you dragging my daughter into this.”  “Like I said that was never my…”  “Your intent?  Yes you’ve said that enough already, it isn’t your intent I’m worried about.”  Therese sighed heavily.  
“My daughter told me about how you helped her back in San Francisco, and moments before she left she mentioned something about you and an Imperial Prison.   Hen she spoke about you, I saw the same fire in her eyes that I saw in her father.  You want to know how he earned the Captain’s position on the Katella?  During the Battle of Cardassia Prime he took over the ship when the captain had been killed.  You might have heard otherwise but the Dominion ships were pounding the allied ships.  He took the Katella and began drawing fire from the enemy ships, to help save the crewmen aboard those ships.  When the Cardassians revolted and the Dominion began attacking the planet he plunged the ship into the fray to try and keep more Jem Hadar from slaughtering innocents.  Trina sees the same sort of qualities in you.”  
Allen nodded solemnly, “From what I hear I could never be half the man he was though.  Your daughter is just grateful that’s all. “  “No that isn’t all, because ever since we heard that the Katella was destroyed with all hands aboard she has been vehemently anti-imperial.  I’m afraid she is just looking for an excuse to join the underground.”  Allen suddenly became more interested.  “Is there a resistance cell nearby?”  Therese nodded, it isn’t very extensive, but they have been building up silently.  I will tell you where it is if you promise never to see my daughter again.”  Allen accepted, it should have been the easiest deal to make, but the strings tugging at his heart made it very difficult.  “Tell her I had no choice, that I had to protect her from whatever might be following me.”

Downtown Seattle, hours later

	“Interesting how the lady claims to have been retired for years and yet she seems to be quite in the know about local resistance.”  Allen’s thoughts raced through his head, he was finally back on track to begin challenging the Empire again.  The location he was given was a hospital in the downtown area.  The hospital was currently acting as both a medical facility and a shelter for those who had lost their homes and had their lives ruined since the Imperial government was set up.  The Empire left it alone save for the occasional shakedown by soldiers looking to round up political dissenters.
	The lobby was depressing; people huddled in all corners under blankets trying to keep warm.  Fearful humans wary of anyone who came close to what little possessions they had and fearful of those who demonstrated any sort of strength.  Allen pushed a grimy young kid away from his satchel and accessed a terminal towards the front.  The room registered to “Truman Fedder” was on the sixth floor of the building, in the extensive care ward.  “Truman Fedder” was a pseudonym used by the resistance to lead others to the meeting.  Anyone who knew Truman Fedder knew that it meant haven for the rebellion.  On a more interesting note, “Truman” was the first name of the captain of the USS Katella.  Therese Adair was far more active in this rebellion than she was willing to let on.
	Allen went up the turbo lift to the sixth floor.  It was almost deserted, except for a few doctors taking a much-needed rest from the endless supply of patients.  Allen walked to the room and found it empty.  “It figures, the old woman was probably just trying to get me away from her daughter, how could I be such a fool to think she was actually participating in the resistance.”  From behind, a doctor in a white coat stained red with blood.  “Therese sent you didn’t she.  She always sends her recruits up here.”  Allen went for the phaser in his satchel.  “You won’t need that weapon young man, just go down to basement level three and show them this,” the old man handed Allen a paper note with a scribbled statement that Allen could hardly read.  “It isn’t supposed to be legible, it shows lets them know I confirmed you.”
	By the time Allen got there, there was a small crowd of nearly twenty people.  Something about this group was different from the one in San Francisco though.  Immediately the group raised weapons at Allen.  Some carried phasers, some had scavenged Imperial blasters, and some used archaic projectile weapons possibly salvaged from museum collections. Allen didn’t flinch, he simply held up the note.  The group lowered their weapons and resumed what they were doing.  
	A man wearing a dark leather jacket and sunglasses stood over a chalk outline drawing of the North American continent, which was in the center of the room.  “Imperial activity in the regional centers has increased dramatically.  Since the fall of Romulus the Empire has been able to devote more resources towards pacification.  Moff Wong has brought in reinforcements for the capital in New York and for the Weapons Design facility in Toronto.  Seeing as how all resistance in the Northeast has been wiped out, it is the perfect location for his projects.  He can now keep them protected from all threats while being able to keep a close eye on the development.”  Another man stood up wearing a similar outfit, his hair was slightly longer and here was a large scar running down his face.  “Our contacts in Asia and Africa have been silent for some time now but we have recently received word from Europe.  Details are sketchy but it appears that a biological weapons project on the Iberian Peninsula went awry.  Before we could receive further word the transmission was cut off.  Can anyone corroborate this report?”  
Allen kept focused on the dialogue.  Evidence regarding the bio weapon project pointed to its truthfulness.  An Imperial transmission had been intercepted and decoded, the VSD Hadoken had been ordered to conduct a sterilization of the peninsula a few days ago.  Allen cringed to think that he had actually served drinks to the commander who carried out that order.  “New guy, what about you any sort of information you can give us? “ Allen sat for a bit to collect his thoughts; Trina was already fading out of his mind.  “I just came up from San Francisco recently, the resistance there has been smashed thanks to the incompetence of a few overconfident ensigns.”  The longhaired man in the front nodded.  “Typical, this sort of thing happened all the time in the first month.  Survivors spying on installations and not making sure they weren’t followed.  Imperial intelligence has been laying out bait everywhere in the form of weakly defended convoys.  They’ve also begun limiting the flow of information; even their propaganda has been cut back.  That bitch Janeway is going to pay.”  That caught Allen’s attention, now he knew she was really alive.  
As the group dispersed Allen figured he would go find a comfortable place to sleep for the night up in the hospital.  He was stopped though by two men with blaster pistols.  The longhaired man from the front walked across the chalk map.  “It’s been awhile Mark, you are Mark Allen right?”  Allen’s jaw nearly dropped.  “I remember you!  You’re Alyeska!”  Alyeska nodded, “It’s definitely been a while.  Not since we blasted our way out of the Oakland prison on that stolen shuttle.”  “I’ve been meaning to thank you all along but it’s just that, well…” Alyeska let out a deep chuckle.  “You think I was going to let those TIE Fighters take me down?  Sorry you think so little of me.  Allen was nearly ecstatic for the first time in months.  “Where’d you pick up the scar if it was so simple then?”  Alyeska rubbed his hand against his face, “I’d like to say it was part of the plan, but I picked this baby up after freeing myself from prison.”  Allen laughed again, “I thought that prison was nothing more than a pile of rubble now.”  “Okay, so maybe it wasn’t quite prison but I did get away.”

Oakland Imperial Garrison, Custodial Storage

	“Just when you think the Imperials had droids for about everything, to hell with I’ve got what I need.”  Alyeska allowed himself that much free thought.  His sources had told him that several key prisoners where being held in the Oakland prison led by Colonel Olrik, the Harbinger of Doom himself.  During his research regarding the new installation he learned several critical things that could get him in and out of the base.
	The base was constructed largely of prefabricated buildings, meaning that their layouts would be simple and not unlike previous facilities Alyeska had infiltrated.  Second, the usual assortment of janitor droids and automated equipment had not been installed yet since the supply lines to the Empire’s home galaxy were still stretched awfully far to accommodate such non-military items.  That would mean more human personnel, and the more humans on the job the more likelihood for human error.  Oakland’s airfield was home to several shuttles that could be commandeered for an escape, with at least one kept hot and ready at all times for Colonel Olrik.  
	All he had to do was get the job at the prison, figure out how to get the prisoners he needed out, then escape with them in Olrik’s shuttle.  It sounded simple, but then again so did a lot of things that seemed to go wrong.  Alyeska had enlisted to begin his career and during the Dominion war he received battlefield promotion after promotion until he had become one of few enlisted men to reach an officer’s ranking in many years.  Unfortunately that rank came with more insignia than it did respect, his efforts to improve Starfleet’s military failed utterly.  Increased production of tactical fighters, planetary-rated shields, and infantry uniforms more suited for ground combat, all were ignored due to a lack of academy training.  Alyeska didn’t want to say “I told you so,” and even if he did there was no one left to say it to anymore.
	He was on the ground when the attack happened, test flying a new type of tactical fighter and petitioning on its behalf.  The fighter would have been used with Akira class ships to augment fleets all over the quadrant.  Of course, it ended up being used as little more than an extravagant escape vehicle.  As much as he wanted to pit his new fighter against the Imperial TIE series he didn’t think it was worth going up against odds of at least a hundred to one.
	The cleaning solutions were gathered and the mixture added to the auto cleanser, a simple push driven cart with a simple mechanical spreader that squeegeed the floor, and the ersatz janitor took one deep breath, he had been planning for so long, and thought of every possible scenario and contingency.  Even as he moved through the corridor to the maximum-security wing, Alyeska drove his brain into overtime.  Was there something he had overlooked?  A simple detail, one wrong calculation, a dumb mistake could ruin everything.
	It had to be now though; Olrik had diverted a significant amount of security to provide added security for some VIPs.  Apparently Olrik thought his time behind a desk should be rewarded with a promotion to General.  That reduced the amount of sentries by nearly 25%.  Olrik might be a clever tactician and a great commander, but he was a horrible personnel director.  One last check of the equipment he had smuggled in.  The Jem’Hadar personal cloak he claimed for his own during the war would fool the cameras enough so that the guards behind them wouldn’t notice much.  The hypo-spray with sleep inducing chemicals to neutralize a guard and get his blaster, and last but not least, the emergency transport unit.  Alyeska had only been able to find one but if anything bad happened to him, at least he had a slight chance.
	After his regular rounds he docked the cleaning unit back in the closet and closed the door behind him.  It was then he activated the cloak.  He had about ten minutes to find an Imperial sentry, knock him out, and then steal a blaster and a control remote to deactivate the security collars and doors.  He then estimated that he had about fifteen minutes to make it to the shuttle before it was locked down and TIE Fighters went airborne.

Cell Block 22, Maximum Security Wing, Oakland Imperial Prison

	Allen had no idea of what was going on around him; it was almost driving him crazy.  Fortunately he had his new hobby to keep him busy.  A rage built up within him and he practiced his martial arts.  One of the benefits of Academy training was access to the holographic training facilities.  Allen had decided on focusing on his martial arts, in recent conflicts federation soldiers had fought against enemies proficient in hand to hand combat.  Allen had trained in a series of martial arts programs from judo to taekwando.  One day he had come across an archaic file that hadn’t been used in many years.  The program was titled “Jeet Kune Do.”  An ancient Earth master named Bruce Lee was simulated in the training.  It had taken a while for Allen to learn and a few instructors had teased him or using such a program.  He had learned every move the program had, and he used the exercises from time to time in order to focus his mind.
	“Better to focus this hate, and use it, rather than let it consume me.”  Allen dreamed that one day he would be able to kick the cell door down.  It was an idea he entertained, even though both of his previous attempts had failed horribly.  Today’s session had gone on long enough for him though.  The monotony was starting to wear him down.  Olrik had recently offered to move him to standard security if he would reveal more information.  Allen had declined, but the offer was growing tempting.
	Suddenly the monotony was shot, the sound of blaster fire poured into the hallway behind the door that sealed him.  He heard a scream from one of the guards who had made a daily habit of tormenting him.  “IT’S A BREAK, THE PRISONERS ARE ATTEMPTING TO ESCAPE!”  Allen, tired as he was, rose from the cot and lined up at the door.  His mind racing “If determination was all it took to bring down this door, I’d have done it by now.  But now I’ve got one more weapon on my side...” The thought finished just before he launched himself at the thick prison door.  “True motivation!”

	Alyeska cursed to himself.  He didn’t count on the sentries bringing in a heavy repeater.  The e-web was set up in front of one of the cells and it was pouring enough fire into the hallway to kill anyone who couldn’t get to cover.  He had just opened the first cell and told the prisoner to wait until he cleared the area.  The fool, a federation dignitary by the name of Anderson, foolishly took off into the hallway, shoving Alyeska aside and knocking the control unit into the hall as well.  Anderson ran right into the path of the blaster and was rewarded by having blaster bolts from sentries burn through his spinal cord and sear through the flesh in font.  Alyeska dove into the cell, “The damned fool!  I can’t free anyone without that remote and there is too much interference in the prison for me to beam out.  Looks like its time for my last stand.”
	Suddenly the door next to the E-web burst open and crushed the weapon and its user against the opposite wall.  A man walked out and grabbed a stormtrooper by the neck and turned it nearly 180 degrees.  Alyeska took the opportunity and gunned down a third.  “Come on!  This our chance I know the way out!”   Allen nodded and followed, picking up a blaster rifle on the way out.  Alyeska saw the remote laying on the floor, he picked it up and deactivated the collar on the man’s neck.  Alyeska had come to save a bunch of political prisoners, and he was leaving with a new ally who might be able to strike a blow against the Empire, and for once he thought that the mission might succeed after all.
	Blasters sending their deadly energy flared to life as Alyeska and Allen were pinned down by a group of stormtroopers responding to the commotion.  “I don’t suppose you brought a phaser we could overload and throw at them?”  Allen quipped.  “You must be fresh from the academy survival courses.  You know in more efficient militaries they have these things called “explosives” and “grenades” for these sorts of situations.  Overloading a phaser is a waste of a sidearm.  Come on kid we’ve got about four minutes before they scramble fighters and cut off our escape route.  Take this.”  Allen looked at the small round object inquisitively.  “What the hell is it?”  Alyeska grinned, an edge of viciousness creeping into his smile.  “It’s called a thermal detonator, I pulled it off one of the troopers we smoked on the way here.  Twist the top and throw it as far behind you as you can.”  “Aren’t the enemies in front of us?”  “Trust me, I’ll lay down some suppressing fire, but make sure they see that you have it before you throw it.  I predict our path will clear right up.”
	
	The rebels were cooped up in the hallway, and they were outnumbered six to one.  “They’re bound to run out of ammo soon men, it’s only a matter of time.” The commander announced over the comlink.  “Press the attack and move in.”  One of them jumped out from behind the opened door providing him cover and began spraying blaster fire.  “A waste of ammunition” thought Trooper OC-11151982.  “He’ll run out ammunition before he gets any of us.”  Suddenly, out of the corner of his helmet’s visor the other rebel was holding out a small metal object, he twisted the top and threw it in the direction they had come from.   “THERMAL DETONATOR!”  he yelled over the squad frequency.
	Just like Alyeska said, the Imperials were running.  The two had just reached the hangar when the entire building went up.  Alyeska looked back, “Those prisoners won’t talk now, it’s just as well, the Empire would have just killed them anyway.”  Allen didn’t look back.  “You’re right.  Now where’s the shuttle.”  “You seem eager to leave; all right then, that one over there.  I think we scared off or killed the guards already.  Olrik really understaffed the prison staff to provide security for his VIP meeting tonight.  “Really now.  That bastard humiliated me enough as it is.  Just one thing, how are we going to fly it out?” “We don’t, Olrik keeps his shuttle juiced at all times in case he has to attend to personal business.  There’s got to be a pilot around here somewhere.”  Allen bolted for the shuttle and yelled back, “Yeah and he’s probably getting into his fighter right now.  Get in I’ve got an idea!”
	Allen climbed into the control seat and picked up what he hoped was a communication unit.  “This is shuttle hangar to any on duty shuttle pilot!  The prison is under attack!  Visiting VIPs inspecting the prison including the Colonel himself are going to need evacuating!”  Alyeska and Allen sat in the back, within a minute a shuttle pilot was on board and beginning the takeoff sequence.  “What sort of course should I lay in sir?”  The pilot nervously squeaked out.  Alyeska spoke in a low voice and placed the end of the blaster against the pilot’s head.  “Set a course north of here now and raise shields, or your brain will be piloting from all over the forward window.”
	The shuttle lifted off of the ground and took off.  Allen, almost completely out of breath looked over at his savior, “By the way, thanks.”  Alyeska sat in the copilot’s seat, “We aren’t out of the woods yet.  Those stormtroopers made us late, About twenty TIE Fighters are already in pursuit and this ship has no way of surviving long against that, and as much as I’d like to avoid it I have to go with my final contingency.  Albeit slightly modified.”  The tired fighter looked over at the scared pilot, “Drop the shields on this bird.”  “Are you joking?  Those fighters are going to chew us…” Alyeska shot the pilot in the neck.  “I don’t want him screwing this up, well kid it’s been real.”   Alyeska walked toward Allen and extended his hand and Allen reciprocated the handshake.  Suddenly his vision blurred and he felt odd, a few seconds later he was on stable ground and completely confused as to where he was.
	Allen looked into the palm of his hand.  A small unit he recognized as an emergency transporter sat affixed to his hand by a small adhesive.  He didn’t recognize exactly where he was.  It was an undeveloped area and the sound of roaring engines and blazing laser fire were nowhere to be heard.  From the bushes a man walked toward him.  “Where is Alyeska?  Didn’t he make it out?”  Allen closed his fist around the transporter unit.  “I’m sorry, I’m the only one left.”  The mysterious man was obviously disappointed.  “I see.  We all knew the mission was a risk but we held out hope.  Maybe hope is a stupid thing to have in these days.”  Allen looked up at the sky, “It’s not hope you have to let go of, if there’s one thing I’ve learned today, the thing you have to let go of, it’s your fear.”
	
	The shuttle was getting chewed to pieces by green fire.  Alyeska had finally figured out how to bring the shields back up and he breathed a sigh of relief thinking he had just spared himself a few seconds.  Quickly, he changed his outfit with that of the Imperial pilot and got on the communicator.  “This is the pilot of shuttlecraft Olrik I, I have overpowered one of the rebels but his partner used one of those transporters of theirs to escape when I tried to lower the shields for you.  I think the landing gear is damaged and controls are barely responding, can you assist?”  Over the frequency one of the TIE pilots responded.  “This is TIE Fighter Black Five, normally I’d tell you to space off but Olrik will be furious if we lose that shuttle.  Aerial rescue crew is on the way just keep the yoke stable.”  The dead pilot was dressed in the old clothes of the man who killed him, then thrown in the back.  All he had to do was keep the ship stead.  He’d figure out some way to escape afterwards.

	Olrik surveyed the damage, not just to the facility but to his reputation.  Maximillian Veers himself was in attendance at this gathering and word of this humiliation could reach Grand Admiral Thrawn or even Lord Vader himself!  Olrik would have to handle this himself, silently and effectively before word of his failure could reach the upper echelons of the military.
	One of Olrik’s aides handed him a brief description of the damage’s extent.  Even his prized shuttle had been ruined and the rebel who had stolen it killed three troopers and escaped after the shuttle had been landed forcibly, but still intact. “Is there anything else I can do for you Colonel?”  Olrik narrowed his gaze, trying to will his prison back into existence.  “Yes, get me Falkenhorst, now.”	

Episode V:  Honor of the Defeated

Refugee Hospital, Downtown Seattle

	“Things have gotten interesting in the time since we last saw each other.” Alyeska sat on an empty crate of medical supplies long spent.  Allen stood attentively, he hadn’t heard much in the way of news since his escape from San Francisco.  “For one thing, we’ve learned a lot about our new planetary government, Admiral Janeway did indeed survive the attack at Las Vegas, in fact, other than you.  She is the only survivor of that battle.”  Allen spit toward the ground and cracked his knuckles.  “There’s no way she could have survived.  The Empire wasn’t planning on taking prisoners and the few soldiers that got word of the attack didn’t make it.”  Alyeska’s tone was solemn as he spoke; his tone gave way to an even darker revelation.  “Janeway didn’t leave as a prisoner, she left as a collaborator.”  Before Allen could do anything Alyeska interrupted, “We don’t need that down here. Especially if the Empire decides its time for a shakedown and we’re pretty sure they have someone watching within the building. “
	Allen relaxed his muscles and sat on the floor.  Keeping the anger at bay was difficult, but he managed to listen.  “Fine, explain away then.”  “Well from what you’ve told us you left before the building was destroyed, so you wouldn’t have noticed it when she excused herself from the room.  Did you see any security personnel with her?”  Allen struggled to let his mind remember that fateful day; the images were like needles in his skin.  “A small contingent of armed guards yes, shadowing her everywhere and flying escorts in an amazingly tight formation.”  Alyeska nodded, “Those weren’t actually Starfleet officers, our intelligence indicates that those were Imperial Personnel disguised in our own uniforms.  They ushered Janeway out of the building prior to an attack, they didn’t use transporters thanks to heavy jamming that was undetected prior to the attack.”  
Alyeska stood again and paced.  “It seems Janeway’s motives aren’t entirely selfish.  The new planetary governor, a man we know only as Wong, offered Janeway a position in the planetary government if she collaborated.  Janeway was foolish enough to trust Wong and she thought she could work from within to bring about a peaceful resolution to the war.  She accepted but as soon as she handed over every bit of information she could, she was imprisoned.  Of course she wasn’t lucky enough to get the luxury suites at Oakland.  Sources say she’s a permanent Imperial guest in the New York Base, which I may add is about ten times larger and a thousand times more important than Oakland.”
“If she’s in prison though why would she cooperate with the Empire though?”  Allen was beginning to grow more desperate as the situation got worse with each word.  “A good question, we think Wong is holding the threat of orbital bombardment and mass executions over her head to force her into compliance.”  “There is also some disturbing news that is for your ears alone Mark.”  The others who had congregated around the discussion left the two to their own discussion.  “Allen, after tonight you need to stay as far away from resistance cells as possible.  I haven’t told anyone else yet, but Olrik has you marked.”
 Several lights began blinking, their brightness as loud as any sound.  “That’s the silent alarm, the Empire’s doing a shakedown of the hospital.  Everybody get out of here with the weapons, Allen, you have to stay with me and make sure that the people upstairs are taken care of afterwards.”  Allen nodded his consent and the two went up the lift to the third floor.   They walked out of the lift, checking the corridors for soldiers.  “There are hand phasers stashed in the medical storage closets on floors two and four and a phaser rifle is hidden in a compartment on the roof.  Do not use them unless absolutely necessary, we’ll talk after they’ve left.”  “What about the mark though?  Those troopers are going to recognize me.”  Alyeska handed a communicator and lowered his voice to avoid attention.  “Olrik is trying to keep his vendetta with you discreet.  An Imperial agent by the name of Falkenhorst has been given the job.  Make no mistakes Allen, he’s good, he’s the guy that discovered the Section 31 installation in the Marianas Trench during the invasion and he’s the same guy who assassinated Supreme Chancellor Martok during the siege of Q’o’nos.”  “If that’s the case then why in the hell is he chasing after a low rent fugitive like me?”  “Details are sketchy but it seems he used to be a stormtrooper under Olrik’s command, Olrik saw the potential in him and got him the transfer to intelligence.”
“Where in this god forsaken world do you get your information from?”  Allen had to restrain himself from screaming.  He had wandered around for months without hearing anything and Alyeska was giving him details left and right.  “We’ve got a few good hackers left on this planet.  Imperial military records aren’t that hard to crack but once we crack a file we don’t have much time before the Empire responds.”  The two men walked casually toward the lobby area, the stormtroopers were hassling people all over but so far no one had been abused severely or treated in a manner that required drastic action.  Allen turned though, when the cries of a girl made him react.  It was only a shock though, because he recognized the voice.”
“Get your hands off of me you bastards!”  Allen saw Trina being harassed by the stormtroopers.  “Listen girl, I’m not going to ask again, why are you carrying this weapon?” the trooper held a hand phaser to her face and tightened his grip on her wrist.  “Why should I have to explain anything to you, all you do is walk around with your blasters killing people!”  “Same old Trina, not letting anyone force her to compromise herself and lacking subtlety.”  Alyeska put his hand on Allen’s shoulder.  “Let it go kid, they do this all the time.”  Allen cracked his knuckles and lowered his head a bit.  “Sorry, but I’ve always been a sucker for a damsel in distress.  Besides that’s Therese Adair’s daughter and I’m guessing you owe her one.”  Alyeska, stunned by the revelation regretfully consented.  “At least lets go grab the phasers, we don’t stand a chance against an armed squad like that.”  “The rest of them are scouring the upper floors, I’m going to go bail her out and then I’ll be out of your hair until I can deal with this Falkenhorst guy.”
“Allen, one thing before you go.  I need you to do me a favor before you go.”  Allen was reluctant to listen as the trooper shoved Trina to the ground and began shouting louder.  “If you want to hurt the Empire, do it where it counts while you can.  I can’t leave here but you’re still free to fight.” Allen heard the words, but did not take long to ponder them as he ran into the lobby at a dead sprint.  He leaped into the air and slammed his foot into the trooper’s head just as he was about to pull the trigger.  “Allen!  I knew you would be here!”  Allen focused on the next trooper, he grabbed the barrel of his opponent’s blaster and shoved it aside while planting a fierce kick to the solar plexus. “Come on! We’ve got to get out of here now!” Allen led Trina out through the door.  They were out of the building but running wouldn’t get them away from the Empire fast enough.  
“Allen, this way!”  Allen recognized the familiar Argo in the distance.  “We only have to evade the for a little bit while we get to the station!”  The blonde was fast, as her sprint overtook Allen’s “What station are you talking about?”  Trina didn’t even look back.  “I booked two tickets on a passenger train to Chicago.  It’s a slow trip, but the Empire doesn’t regulate the trains.”  Allen climbed in as Trina started the ignition on the Argo and sped off into the night.  “The station isn’t too far and the closest airbase is a remote base in the Yukon.”  The two soon ditched the Argo but a few blocks away from the station, hiding it behind a long abandoned building.  It wasn’t until they had already boarded the train that Allen made a realization.  “Shit! My satchel!”

North American Rail Line, Thirty Minutes after boarding

	“Allen, it’s not that big a deal.  It was just a satchel and that phaser mom gave you is only going to cause more trouble than it can get us out of.” Trina had been trying to convince him he hadn’t made a mistake since the train had left.  There was an awkward silence and then Trina spoke again.  “I’m not as naïve as my mother thinks you know, I knew she had been helping coordinate the resistance in Seattle for some time.  You shouldn’t have left though, it was dangerous to go hooking up with the resistance like that.”  Allen cut her off.  “It was dangerous for you to come looking for me, you realize how close you were to being killed?”  “Some things are worth dying for.”  “Maybe dying for saving the Earth isn’t so bad but dying because you think you owe me something?  That’s ridiculous.”  Trina turned her head, and Allen saw tears running down her cheek.  “Besides,” he said, “if you had been killed looking for me.  I couldn’t forgive myself, no matter what.  You deserve to live happily for as long as you want and no one should get to take that away from you.”  Trina wiped away her tears and managed a small smile.  “You, you mean it?”  “Without a doubt, go ahead and rest now I have to think.”  Trina laid her head against Allen’s shoulder.  “Before I fall asleep, there’s one thing I’d like to do.”  With those words she leaned forward and kissed him, her lips pressing against his with a sweetness unrivaled by anything he had ever tasted.  He responded to it and held her in his arms.  She soon fell asleep and Frink was forced to respond to the conflicting emotions in his head.  “I care for this girl, she’s done so much for me.  No, I can’t stay with her though; I’ll just end up getting her killed somehow.  How can I live without her either way?”
Back at the Hospital

“Agent Falkenhorst sir!  An unexpected surprise this is!”   “You can spare me the courtesy sergeant; I’m here because I just received word that a rebel with incredible hand-to-hand combat skills was spotted in this building.”  “That’s right sir, he took down two soldiers before escaping with a girl who was being questioned for possession of a weapon.”  “What sort of weapon was she in possession of?”  “A Federation type II hand phaser, it was set to kill.”  Falkenhorst pondered for a second and examined the scene of the attack.  “Those sort of phasers aren’t made for civilian use.  Where could she have gotten it?”  “One of the hospital patients we’ve interrogated recognized her as a local girl named Adair.  Her mother owns a restaurant on the outskirts of the city, word has that the mother is also a retired Federation officer.”  That definitely explained where she got the phaser, and if she was connected to this rebel who was almost certainly the target then he might be able to shorten his search and get back to more pressing duties in time for the Imperial push against the Gamma Quadrant’s Dominion.
“Agent Falkenhorst sir!  Contraband has been discovered in a basement sub level sir!”  “Bring it to me.”  Minutes later, Falkenhorst held a satchel with various items within it.  Non-perishable food, water, a hand phaser, and a few other things a wanderer might carry.  He pulled the scanner out of his pocket and waved it over the surface of all the objects.  “What’s that sir? “ asked a trooper who was as green as a forest moon.  “It’s a Dermal Imprint Scanner, I’m trying to cross reference the prints on the bag with prints of a few fugitives I am in the midst of tracking.”  Suddenly, the small display screen on the scanner went green and indicated a 99.843% chance of matching with subject #92679, Mark Allen.
“I’ve got you now Allen,” Falkenhorst silently celebrated, “It’s only a matter of time before you and your new lady friend are under my boot heel.”  Falkenhorst rose to his feet from the position he had been sitting in and summoned the sergeant.  “You say the girl’s mother operates a restaurant in their area and you are sure she is a former federation officer?”  “So says the informant.”  “Excellent, prepare a squad of soldiers and find out where exactly this place is.  I need to go pay this woman a visit.”

Back on the Train

	“If you want to hurt the Empire, do it where it counts while you can.”  Alyeska’s words haunted Allen as Trina lay next to him.  Allen was faced with a difficult choice though, he had to carry on fighting against an Empire that had taken so much from him, but if he did so with Trina by his side she might be killed and with that Imperial agent on his tail he couldn’t guarantee her safety.  She had seen a light in him that no one, including Mark Allen himself, had ever seen before.  If he left her now, then he might extinguish that forever.  Allen closed his eyes with reluctant thoughts nagging him.  “Alyeska told me to hurt the Empire where it counts…of course!  Unless that bastard was being truly cryptic he must mean the Imperial Capital.”
	Trina awoke about an hour later, “I’m surprised you haven’t jumped off the train to get away from me.”  “I was going to wait until I was a little closer to Chicago actually, my damn feet are killing me.”  Allen laughed a bit and Trina giggled but nervously.  She couldn’t tell whether he was kidding or not.  ‘Relax, this time I’m not going to leave you.  If you’re going to get into trouble then I’m going to be right there with you, understand?”  Her beautiful eyes opened wide and she hugged him tightly, “Thank you.”  “There’s just one thing we need to talk about though, after Chicago I need to go somewhere.  You can go with me, or stay behind in Chicago and wait for me.”  “You know I don’t want to wait, where is ti we’re going?”  Allen rubbed his temples a bit to stave off the growing pain up there.  His last and best hope was that Trina would wait for him to return from his assignment, and then the two would have time together.  “I need to go to New York, and then make every Imperial there wish that a certain rebel had died during the invasion.”  Trina shook her head in agreement, “I understand it’s going to be rough but you can’t leave me behind and think I won’t follow.”  “Yeah, I know.”  “So, what exactly is the plan Allen?”  “That is what I don’t know”

Colonel Olrik’s Office, 1 day after Allen’s Escape

	“It’s been three years Colonel, I figured you would have called in this favor by now.”  Olrik offered Falkenhorst a seat.  “I’ve been tempted on many occasions, but this time I am trapped by my own position, and this operation will require a delicacy I am completely incapable of.”  Falkenhorst raised a gloved hand to his chin, “I never thought you’d let yourself be trapped by a desk, and you’re right.  Your specialty has always been broadswords over scalpels.  Now explain to me what exactly it is you want me to do.”  The colonel stood from his desk and walked over to a window, staring out into the bay.  “The damage to this base was done by two men, one of whom I hold personally responsible.  Not only did he wreck a good part of this base but also he killed many of my prestigious prisoners and also embarrassed me at the General Inspection Tour I was hosting at the time.  My promotion to General needless to say, is now further off than Tatooine.  I need you to find this prisoner, this mark Allen, any information on him you can get me as well.  It must be discreet though, I have to have this dealt with personally so that rumors of my incompetence can be diffused before they reach the highest levels.”
	Falkenhorst stood and waked out of the room, “I’m almost disappointed that you give me such an easy task after all that you’ve done for me.  Needless to say I will find this man.  If the information you have given me is accurate then he can’t be too far from here now.”  Even if he somehow found a way to use one of those accursed transporters he still couldn’t have made it out of this region without being detected.  He’s out there and when I find him he will be dead.”

Yosemite Forest, at that moment

	“...And that’s when Alyeska handed me the transporter unit.  The next thing I knew I was here and you were coming to greet me.”  Allen had just finished his report on the escape from Oakland Prison to the members of the Federation resistance based in the Yosemite Forest.   His inquisitor had sat motionless throughout the meeting.  “I see, Alyeska never shied away from a challenge but all of those people in that prison.  It just doesn’t seem worth it.”  Allen stood, “I understand how you feel.  Listen, I can’t exactly stay long though I need to start making my way home.”  The inquisitor, who refused to give his name to strangers in these troubled times, lifted his head.  “Oh, and where might home be?”  “Well most of my friends and relatives were in San Francisco but my parents live in New Orleans.”  The older man laughed a bit and then sighed.  “New Orleans used to be a beautiful place this time of year, one of the few places left on the Earth where it was still legal to purchase large quantities of hard liquor?”  “What does that have to do with anything, nothing on this continent took an orbital bombardment I thought.”
	The Inquisitor paced a bit, Allen noticed he was walking with a slight limp.  “You’re right, so far North America has not been bombarded, however, during the first days of the occupation several influential leaders gathered in New Orleans to speak out against aggressive Imperial tactics.  Not more than an hour later the Empire had sent TIE Bombers to systematically level the city.  The civilian survivors were then taken aboard transports and shuttled off to some experimental colony the Empire is trying to run and the only thing left of the city are piles of ash and rubble.”  Allen felt emotion well up n him again, it was very possible that his parents were now either dead or Imperial slaves.  
	“Listen, I know this is a hard time for you but if you still want to fight we could make use of you.”  The Inquisitor handed a piece of paper and a small bag of supplies to Allen.  “Alyeska was going to go on this mission for us, but now you’re the only one we can spare, please.”  Allen hesitated, and then took the items.  “I owe that man a debt I can’t repay.  What is it you ask?”  “You will go to San Francisco.  At the old Federation Embassy Complex on Cochrane Street there is a secret meeting of regional resistance fighters.  Go there and carry on your fight against the Empire.  When you get there, just remember the famed birthplace of Captain James T. Kirk for the password.”
	“Fine, I’ll do it.  You have to take me at least as far as the outskirts though.”  The old man coughed a bit and grasped at his chest.  Allen rose to help but he was waved off.  “It’s ok, I’m just a little out of breath right now.  I’ll have a transport get you to the San Francisco city limits, before the Imperial checkpoints begin.”  The old man hobbled his way back into the forest, and another man wearing the uniform of a Starfleet marine took his place.  “This way, I will be a long drive, so if you want to rest on the way go right ahead.”  Allen shook his head and looked towards the sky, wondering what it was he was getting into.
	The transport was a stripped down shuttlecraft that had its phasers and all of its computer equipment removed save for the navigational systems.  The roof of the shuttle had been removed also.  “We had to remove the roof so that the Empire would be less suspicious of the craft, the phasers were removed so we can pass sensor scans, and the other equipment was removed for more passenger room as well as cargo.  All of the materials are going to be sent off to a secret location so they can be used later.  “For what though, wouldn’t it have been better to keep the shuttle intact, especially the weapons?”  The pilot brought the shuttle down lower over the ground; there were altitude restrictions in this area.  “Alyeska taught us that any resource we have means that our enemy has one fewer.  It also means that if we need those things at a later date we can use them then.  Besides shuttlecrafts are worthless against TIE fighters, they just weren’t designed for that type of combat.”
	The shuttle set down on a hill outside of the city.  Allen actually saw the city for the first time since he had left during the invasion.  Once great buildings lay in rubble or stood precariously with large chunks taken out of the side.  The once majestic Golden gate bridge, which had stood for centuries, was no longer prominent in the skyline and was now resting at the bottom of the Bay.  “This is insane, how did I ever make it out of here alive.”  The pilot tossed Allen the gear bag.  “Don’t lose that satchel, it’s something Alyeska taught us.  If you leave it behind and the Empire finds it, they might be able to trace it back to you.  Then they trace anyone they can link to you.”  “I understand, thank you for taking me this far.”  The shuttle took off and moved back to the hidden refuge in Yosemite.
	Allen waited until it was dark before he made his approach into the city.  Fortunately there wasn’t much more than a token Imperial presence, meant to keep the pitiful and starving remnants of he city in line and to remind them every day that the Empire was in power.  It was at that moment, that Allen vowed to fight the Empire at every turn.  Not resting until he was victorious.

Castle Machina, New York City

	Moff Wong looked out the window of his throne room.  The city of New York had been the perfect choice for his capital and now the construction droids were making his dream of a new Coruscant come true.  He had always aspired to build great things, weapons, buildings, even an empire of his own.  Now all of those things and more were coming together on this planet Earth.  The Emperor had given him the world and now he was remaking it the way it was supposed to be.
	His master plans were far from completion though; the West Coast of North America was among many places left on Earth where futile rebellions had begun their guerilla wars.  However, they were still unlearned in the tactics used by the Rebel Alliance back in the home galaxy.  Soon he would order his forces to begin purging those areas, and this and every other world in the quadrant would be his to rule.  He opened the window and walked out on the balcony and admired the city from above.
	“Look at what happens to the cities that serve me, they prosper and the people become wealthy.  The West, where resistance groups have refused to allow progress to take place, has suffered and crumbled where once proud cities thrived.  This is the way my world works, the people that live in it can serve me or die.”


END OF THE FIRST SAGA

